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REVOLUTION

What is CLEANNE?
CLEANNE is a versatile range of chemical-free cleaning products that
contain only plant ingredients. Our cleaning agents consist of natural extracts
and water, and as such, they represent nature itself.

Our mission
Our aim is to produce the very best family of cleaning products. We absolutely
want to prove that it is possible to achieve better cleaning efficiency in a humanand environmentally friendly manner at no additional cost. We strive to earn the
reputation that CLEANNE really is the most effective natural cleaning solution,
one that actively contributes to a better future for our children.

How does CLEANNE work?
CLEANNE products are chemical-free and do not foam, neither do they contain any additives to enable
homogeneity. For this reason, they have to be shaken well before each use. In return, however, they provide
superior cleaning efficiency. All CLEANNE products, along with the targeted impurities, biodegrade in a very short
space of time. This process results in the formation of carbon dioxide and water.
In order to effectively target persistent dirt, the cleaning solution must be left on the surface for a prolonged
period of time.
Empirical evidence shows that cleaning with CLEANNE gives better and longer lasting results without the use of
aggressive chemicals. In practical terms, this means that there is no need to use any safety equipment and we can
say goodbye to strong scents and chemical evaporation. The results, at the same time, exceed all expectations.
Because of the active plant ingredients, our products are temperature-sensitive and must be kept above +5 degrees
Celsius. Maximum efficiency is, however, achieved at a temperature between 40-60 degrees Celsius.
Interesting fact: If a surface previously treated with CLEANNE becomes wet in a few days, the cleaning solution will
immediately reactivate itself and start cleaning the surface until full biodegradation is achieved.

Test results
The CLEANNE formula has undergone various different tests. Wessling laboratory
results prove that CLEANNE defeats bacteria, such as staphylococcus and e-coli,
as well as fungi, such as black mould.

What do CLEANNE products have in common?
• Plant-based ingredients
• No irritative compounds
• Non-hazardous formula
• Spotless drying
• Biodegradable formula
• Human- and environmentally friendly ingredients
Accredited laboratory tests prove the bacteria and fungi defeating
capabilities of the unique formula!

BABY-MOM
PRODUCTS

CLEANNE Baby-Mom Washing-up Liquid

When Things Really Do Matter

Small child in the household? In that case, there certainly must also be 10-15
sets of cups and dishes, featuring superheroes, princes and princesses. With time,
these materials are more and more difficult to clean and become an enjoyable
item not only for children, but also for bacteria. We are serious when we say: it
does really matter, what product you use to wash your dishes! With CLEANNE
Baby-Mom Washing-up Liquid, you can easily clean and disinfect your children’s
cups, glasses, plates and cutlery without sacrificing their safety. Oh, and have we
mentioned the feeding-bottles yet…?
CLEANNE Baby-Mom Washing-up Liquid can be used to clean dummies, milk
containers, bathroom toys and highchairs. Our product does not contain
foaming agents.
Instructions for use
Use Baby-Mom Washing-up Liquid to clean your child’s plates, feeding-bottle
and toys in the usual way. Once finished, you do not have to worry about harmful
chemical residue polluting your child’s health. We recommend the use of organic
coconut sponge that prompts the liquid to foam naturally.

CLEANNE All-Purpose Surface Cleaner

Cleaning Together is Always Enjoyable!

Moms are famous for having 4 hands and at least 48 hours a day. It is often a battle
to decide: which urgent task should I complete instead of sleeping? CLEANNE
All-Purpose Surface Cleaner does not force you to sacrifice your precious time.
Thanks to its natural plant-based ingredients, you can now playfully involve your
young ones in household duties. At the beginning, young children put everything
into their mouths. Therefore, it only makes sense to use products that do not put
their health at risk!
CLEANNE All-Purpose Surface Cleaner can be used on any surface that water
does not damage. Developed for families with young children. Suitable for the
cleaning of furniture as well.
Instructions for use
Shake well before use. Spray onto the target area. Wipe dry with a cotton or
microfiber cloth. Does not require rinsing.
Accredited laboratory tests prove the bacteria and fungi defeating capabilities of
the unique formula!

CLEANNE Baby-Mom Toy Cleaner

Discover The World Safe And Sound!

Below a certain age (and if you pay close attention, even above a certain age), our
children’s biggest source of joy is licking the windows and mirrors, tasting toys
and the fingers of their siblings…and the list goes on! Although the usual “wash
your hands when you get home” routine is a well-established part of our everyday
lives, for some reason we never think about wiping and cleaning our children’s
favourite toys, the surfaces of which could cater for a few uninvited guests. We
stand for the little explorers and so we have developed CLEANNE Baby-Mom Toy
Cleaner that safely removes all harmful uninvited guests from our children’s toys.
Specifically developed to clean children’s toys. Suitable for various materials
including wood, plastic, metal and plush. Test the product on a small area
before cleaning plush toys.
Instructions for use
Shake well before use. Spray onto the toy and leave to work for 5 minutes. Wipe
or leave toy to dry. In order to remove persistent stains, wet the surface, apply
Cleanne Baby-Mom Toy Cleaner and leave to work for a few minutes. Rinse well.
CLEANNE Baby-Mom Toy Cleaner contains only natural ingredients, therefore
it is safe to use around children. The formula does not damage your children’s
health, even if they accidentally put it into their mouths. Accredited laboratory
tests prove the bacteria and fungi defeating capabilities of the unique formula!

CLEANNE Bath Cleaner

Carefree Activities Before Bedtime

The biggest joy as our children grow is without a doubt their precious bath time
in the evening. In other words, the time our bathroom turns into the wildest of
oceans, where the only thing offering us peace and rest is the edge of the bath
tub. We need to, therefore, make sure that the tub is clean and the cleaning
agent we use does not put our children’s health at risk. With CLEANNE Bath
Cleaner, you can rest assured that your children are in safe hands! In addition,
it is so easy to use, you do not have to take much of your time away from your
children. Simply spray onto the surface and rinse after a few minutes. Job done!
CLEANNE Bath Cleaner is an easy-to-use formula that leaves behind a
perfectly clean and safe environment for your children.
Instructions for use
Spray onto the surface and leave to work for several minutes. Rinse well. Use a
sponge to remove persistent dirt.
Accredited laboratory tests prove the bacteria and fungi defeating capabilities of
the unique formula!

CLEANNE Floor Cleaner

Adventures Below One Meter

You become a mother the moment you get pregnant, but once your baby starts
crawling, you will realize that exploring is not always safe (oh, those nostalgic
moments…!). Stop the endless worries and use CLEANNE Floor Cleaner, which
provides a safe environment for your children to discover. The formula is free of
chemicals and does not leave harmful residue behind, therefore, at the very least,
you do not have to worry about your children’s health whilst they discover.
CLEANNE Floor Cleaner can be used to clean any surface that water does not
harm. Specifically developed for families with young children.
Instructions for use
Shake well before use. Put 20-30ml formula into 5L water and wipe the floors.
Cleans without scratching the surface.
Accredited laboratory tests prove the bacteria and fungi defeating capabilities of
the unique formula!

Do not harm your family’s health.
Use only hypoallergenic products in and
around your home.

HOUSEHOLD
PRODUCTS

CLEANNE Spotless Washing Up Liquid

Naturally clean dishes

Living and eating clean but never realized that harsh chemicals enter your body
regardless? Most people use products that contain surface active agents to
clean pots, pans and glasses. These agents consist of several different harmful
compounds that pollute both our health and the environment. It takes a lot of
time and water to thoroughly rinse our dishes and the remaining residue can
poison our bodies. Most commercial products irritate and dry the human skin.
CLEANNE Spotless Washing Up Liquid thoroughly cleans pots, pans and dishes
without any harmful side-effects. Using its powerful plant-based formula, it leaves
your dishes spotless with no effort. Old glassware once again becomes sparkly,
whilst the skin on our hands does not suffer the consequences.
CLEANNE Spotless Washing Up Liquid does not contain harmful foaming
agents. We recommend the use of organic coconut sponge that prompts the
liquid to foam naturally.
Instructions for use
Use CLEANNE Spotless Washing Up Liquid the same way you use any other
washing up liquid. To combat greasy dishes, use CLEANNE Degreaser along with
the washing up liquid. Dishes dry without any water spots.

CLEANNE Universal Surface Cleaner

The real scent of Cleanliness

Most people dislike cleaning. We wipe and dust our objects, remove stains and
dirt…this everyday cleaning routine is best accompanied by CLEANNE Universal
Surface Cleaner, a fragrance-free cleaning solution that contains only plant
ingredients. It is an easy-to-use cleaning product that gives outstanding results
without much effort. CLEANNE Universal Surface Cleaner is suitable for most
rooms. Just think of the kitchen, the countertop we use all the time, the tables
and chairs, and everyone’s worst nightmare, the fridge. Thanks to CLEANNE, there
is no need to invest much effort into cleaning these items anymore. CLEANNE
Universal Surface Cleaner is easy and enjoyable to use.
CLEANNE Universal Surface Cleaner can be used on any surface that water
does not harm, including wood, metal or plastic. Even old stains disappear
using CLEANNE. As well as the above mentioned areas, we also recommend
CLEANNE Universal Surface Cleaner for the cleaning of doors and door frames.
Instructions for use
Shake well before use! In order to remove persistent dirt, spray CLEANNE Universal
Surface Cleaner directly onto the surface and leave to work for several minutes.
Wipe clean with a cotton cloth or paper kitchen towel.
Accredited laboratory tests prove the bacteria and fungi defeating capabilities of
the unique formula!

CLEANNE Spotless Window Cleaner

A Brand New Outlook onto The World!

Everyone has at least one family member, who immediately spots window stains. On top of everything, children actively challenge us: sticky handprints, dirty
balls, not to mention that special friend who always smiles back at them in the
mirror…a hug is always a must!
These stains do reappear in a while, but we are putting a stop to endless cleaning: window cleaning with CLEANNE Spotless Window Cleaner is no longer
an overwhelming task. That eye-watering smell of alcohol is gone forever as the
formula leaves only the scent of fresh cleanliness behind.
CLEANNE Spotless Window Cleaner contains no alcohol but removes even the
most persistent window stains with ease. According to customer feedback,
the windows remain clean for a longer period of time after using CLEANNE.
Instructions for use
Shake well before use! In order to remove persistent dirt, wet the surface with
warm water, spray CLEANNE Spotless Window Cleaner directly onto it and leave
to work for several minutes. Wipe clean with a cotton cloth or window cleaner.
Accredited laboratory tests prove the bacteria and fungi defeating capabilities of
the unique formula!

CLEANNE Degreaser

No gloves, No Nonsense!

For most of us, it’s a nightmare to get started with the oven or other greasy items:
find the rubber gloves, sort out proper ventilation, remove pets and children
from the room…and on top of everything, these stains are normally impossible to
completely remove. We have put a stop to this!
Cleaning hobs, ovens and extractor hoods has never been so easy: the use
of safety equipment is no longer needed. How come? The answer is simple.
CLEANNE contains absolutely no harsh chemicals, only plant-based ingredients.
This also means a cleaning experience free from breath-taking chemical smells
that irritate the skin as well as the mucous membrane. This brand new cleaning
experience is now available for everybody.
CLEANNE Degreaser is ideal for the cleaning of hobs, ovens and extractor
hoods. It also helps remove persistent greasy stains from pans and dishes. In
order to remove burned-on food, use CLEANNE Spotless Washing Up Liquid
first. This will dissolve the grip of burned-on dirt.
Instructions for use
Shake well before use! In order to remove persistent dirt, wet the surface with
warm water, spray CLEANNE Degreaser directly onto it and leave to work for
several minutes. Wipe clean with a cotton cloth or paper kitchen towel. Repeat
the process to remove persistent stains.
Accredited laboratory tests prove the bacteria and fungi defeating capabilities of
the unique formula!

CLEANNE Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner

Goodbye, persistent stains!

Loving your sofa, but you have to cover old stains with cushions? Your favourite
chair is no longer presentable without reupholstering? Your rug has so many
stains, it no longer makes sense to take off your shoes in the living room? Forget
chemical cleaning. CLEANNE Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner effectively combats
even the most persistent carpet and upholstery stains. It does not irritate the
mucous membrane or the skin, neither does it leave chemical residue behind.
Use Cleanne Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner, a child- and pet-friendly formula to
brighten up your home with those long forgotten colours!
Instructions for use
Shake well, slightly wet the surface of the target area and apply CLEANNE Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaner. Wipe clean using a microfiber cloth. Leave to dry. Stains
will disappear once the surface is completely dry. Repeat the process to remove
persistent stains.
Accredited laboratory tests prove the bacteria and fungi defeating capabilities of
the unique formula!

CLEANNE Universal Floor Cleaner

The joy of naturally clean floors

Have fun in your naturally clean home! Floors can quickly get incredibly dirty
but also possess the ability to give an instant impression of overall cleanliness.
CLEANNE Universal Floor Cleaner is suitable for stone, tiles, wood as well as
laminate flooring. You will notice the outstanding results even after the first use.
CLEANNE Universal Floor Cleaner leaves perfect cleanliness behind, without
the use of harsh chemicals. A child- and pet-friendly formula, it brings back the
original colour of various surfaces when used regularly. Hint: You do not have to
sacrifice your favourite scent if you put a few drops of 100% essential oil into the
bucket.
CLEANNE Universal Floor Cleaner is suitable for all surfaces that water does
not damage. It was designed to be universal, therefore it is ideal for use on a
broad range of surfaces.
Instructions for use
Shake well, mix a portion with water and clean the floors as normal. The required
quantity depends on how dirty the floor is. To remove usual everyday dirt, use
only one cap of formula and mix it well with water.
Accredited laboratory tests prove the bacteria and fungi defeating capabilities of
the unique formula!

CLEANNE Toilet Cleaner Oil

Presenting the Unique Scent of Acacia

Our new-old favourite, CLEANNE Toilet Cleaner Oil redefines your home’s smallest
room with the sublime scent of acacia. The regular use of CLEANNE Toilet Cleaner
Oil puts an end to endless worries: it can prevent the reoccurrence of bladderstones on ceramic surfaces. It is an easy-to-use product that requires absolutely
no extra effort before you can say goodbye to the nasty residue. Use CLEANNE
Toilet Cleaner Oil every day so that you can enjoy the refreshing cleanliness even
during the week.
CLEANNE Toilet Cleaner Oil can be applied each time the toilet is used. Flush
and then spray the oil directly into the toilet and just under the rim. There is
no need to rinse or flush the formula. To remove persistent residue, you can
also apply CLEANNE Limescale Remover. Use these two products separately
and flush thoroughly before the other one is applied.
Instructions for use
Shake well and spray directly into the toilet, once it is flushed. CLEANNE Toilet
Cleaner Oil requires no rinsing or flushing and keeps your toilet naturally clean
and fragrant.
Accredited laboratory tests prove the bacteria and fungi defeating capabilities of
the unique formula!

CLEANNE Limescale Remover

The combatant Against Persistent Build-up

Limescale is every housewife’s number one enemy. It may build up in the toilet,
on glass or any other surface in the kitchen and bathroom areas. CLEANNE
Limescale Remover is a powerful solution even against persistent limescale
build-up, according to a vast amount of customer feedback. In fact, CLEANNE
Limescale Remover is also suitable to clean various kitchen appliances, including
metal water boilers. Experience shows that this special plant-based formula
slows down the reoccurrence of limescale and so it quickly becomes the number
one favourite of housewives.
Test chrome surfaces before use and never spray directly onto the surface!
CLEANNE Limescale Remover is a powerful formula, therefore, it is necessary
to make sure the product is suitable for the intended surface.
Instructions for use
CLEANNE Limescale Remover can be sprayed directly onto the surface and
alternatively, it can be transferred onto the surface using a cotton cloth or
microfiber cloth. The preferred method depends on how persistent the build-up
is. Rinse well. Do not leave on surface.
Accredited laboratory tests prove the bacteria and fungi defeating capabilities of
the unique formula!

CLEANNE Washing Liquid

Natural Cleanliness Even For Sensitive Skin

Prefer natural cleanliness? We have good news for you! CLEANNE’S Washing
Liquid is now ready to hit the market! Kind to the skin but ruthless to dirt, this
washing liquid is suitable for hand- as well as machine washing. Our formula
does not contain fragrances. You can even pour it directly onto your clothes to
help remove persistent stains. Please make sure to do a colour test before you
wash sensitive materials. Thanks to our product’s natural ingredients, you can
even dispose of the dirty water in your garden!
Ideal for white as well as coloured clothes.
Instructions for use
Shake well before use. Depending on the load, pour 1 to 2 caps of formula into
the detergent drawer. For handwashing, dissolve CLEANNE Washing Liquid in
warm water and wash your clothes the way you normally do. Pour the formula
directly onto your clothes to help remove persistent stains. Based on experience,
this formula is ideal for all materials, however, please make sure to do a colour
test if you wash sensitive materials.
Accredited laboratory tests prove the bacteria and fungi defeating capabilities of
the unique formula!

CLEANNE Pool Cleaner

Chillaxing By The Pool Has Never Been So Relaxing!
As soon as summer kicks in, we hit the pool, the maintenance of which has never
been so simple: CLEANNE Pool Cleaner combats even persistent dirt with ease!
You can use it to clean the pool before it is filled with water, but it is also ideal to
clean the edges when the pool is already in use. Our product contains only plantbased ingredients, therefore it will not irritate your skin or mucous membrane. In
fact, you don’t have to worry about it getting into the water! What’s more, it even
defeats mould, the biggest enemy of watery surfaces! CLEANNE Pool Cleaner
removes fungi, including black mould, within 5-10 minutes and stops them from
reoccurring on the treated surface. It is also effective against bacteria, such as
staphylococcus and e-coli.
The formula does not harm the environment. Using CLEANNE Pool Cleaner,
you can just sit back and relax, enjoying a cocktail (or two) in your crystal
clean pool!
Instructions for use
Shake well before use. Spray CLEANNE Pool Cleaner directly onto the target area.
Leave to work for 5-10 minutes to remove mould and moss. Scrub the surface
clean. Repeat the process to remove persistent dirt.
Accredited laboratory tests prove the bacteria and fungi defeating capabilities of
the unique formula!

CLEANNE Mould & Moss Remover

The Powerful Formula for The Fiercest of Household Enemies

We face various different kinds of stains and dirt in a household, the fiercest
of which, without a doubt, is mould. CLEANNE Mould & Moss Remover is an
effective solution against household fungi: it eliminates mould from the surface
and even helps recover discoloured surface areas. The formula contains purely
plant-based ingredients, and as such, it will not irritate your skin or mucous
membrane. However, it will effectively remove mould in 5-10 minutes and will
also prevent the reoccurrence of fungi. CLEANNE Mould & Moss Remover defeats
bacteria, such as staphylococcus and e-coli, as well as fungi, such as black mould.
Rinse or wipe the surface with hot water – if water does not damage the material.
CLEANNE Mould & Moss Remover is also ideal for the cleaning of gravestones.
Instructions for use
Shake well before use. Spray CLEANNE Mould & Moss Remover directly onto the
affected area. Leave to dry to remove mould. Wipe the surface to remove moss.
Repeat the process to remove persistent stains.
Accredited laboratory tests prove the bacteria and fungi defeating capabilities of
the unique formula!

CAR CARE
PRODUCTS

CLEANNE Car Shampoo

Let’s Hang Out in The Garden!

Cleaning a car is a favourite activity for various reasons…it is a good excuse to hang
out with the girls or to pretend that only real men are capable of doing this. In
the meantime, do not forget about what really matters: protect your eyes from
the ray of sunlight reflecting from the body of your car using the sunglasses we
have on offer!
Clean your car easily, naturally and completely using CLEANNE Car Shampoo
and achieve that beautiful sparkling effect only brand new cars are supposed
to have! Sorry, proud convertible owners, you only have half a car to enjoy this
experience!
Clean your car joyfully with CLEANNE Car Shampoo and enjoy the spotless
result without much effort!
You can now clean your car directly in your garden without second thought.
Thanks to the special formula, you will not harm the environment.
Instructions for use
Mix 100 ml CLEANNE Car Shampoo with 5 litres of water. Double the amount
of concentrate to combat persistent dirt. Clean your car the usual way and rinse
with running water.
98,6% of CLEANNE Car Shampoo biodegrades. It does not harm the environment.

CLEANNE Car Upholstery Cleaner

It Feels Like a Brand New Car!

The car. Everyone loves it. Everyone loves it for different reasons. Some care about
the horsepower, some keep this love and affection for Sundays and some just
fall in love with the colour. One thing, however, is for sure: no matter what makes
you crazy about your car, love it clean! Bothersome stains can appear on any car
seat, thanks to those fantastic food containers from grandma. Our 8th attempt
to clean such a stain had prompted us to develop CLEANNE Car Upholstery
Cleaner, which significantly reduces the week-long battle with car seat stains.
CLEANNE Card Upholstery Cleaner combats even the most persistent stains,
good bye dirt from hell, hello cleanliness!
CLEANNE Car Upholstery Cleaner helps you keep your car upholstery
clean with no extra effort. It combats stains but remains friendly with the
environment. A colour test prior to application is necessary.
Instructions for use
Shake well before use! Thoroughly wet the surface with warm water and spray
CLEANNE Car Upholstery Cleaner onto the target area. Leave to dry. Repeat the
process to remove persistent stains. Wipe the damp surface with a microfiber
cloth to remove dirt.
Accredited laboratory tests prove the bacteria and fungi defeating capabilities of
the unique formula!

CLEANNE Windscreen Concentrate

Do The Dirty Work!

The most annoying stains on any windscreen normally appear at eye-level. Fact.
If the same person changes seats, the stains will religiously follow them. Fact.
Driving on the highway? All the bugs will travel along with you, again at eye-level.
Another fact. It is, however, also a fact that we have a solution to clean super dirty
windscreens in a perfectly natural way! In addition, you can now enjoy all this in
an economic way: our concentrate makes 3 litres of formula, so you can enjoy
chemical-free cleaning for a very long time! See things clearly even when you are
driving!
CLEANNE Windscreen Concentrate leaves the surface free from dirt and residue, so that you can clearly see everything that matters even when you are
driving! Also suitable for the cleaning of chrome surfaces as well as alloy wheels.
Instructions for use
Shake well before use! Pour into your car’s windscreen cleaner container and
add 2.5 litres of water.Koncentrátumunk az olajszennyeződésekkel szemben is
hatékony.
This concentrate is also effective against oil residue.

CLEANNE Window & Mirror Cleaner

Goodbye Greasy Stains!

“A car’s windows are especially dirty on the outside”. We could not agree less,
for we know what humidity, air conditioning, our children’s fingerprints and the
saliva of our four-legged friends are capable of. These glass surfaces are partially
greasy, but overall heavily dirty and often out of reach. Nobody enjoys cleaning
these areas repeatedly. CLEANNE Window & Mirror Cleaner dries without leaving
spots behind and combats persistent stains with ease.
The regular use of CLEANNE Window & Mirror Cleaner slows down the
reoccurrence of such stains (based on customer feedback).
Instructions for use
Spray CLEANNE Window & Mirror Cleaner onto the target area. Wipe clean
using a cotton cloth. In order to remove persistent stains, wet the surface prior to
application.
CLEANNE Window & Mirror Cleaner is alcohol- and fragrance-free, therefore it
is ideal for use even in small rooms. It does not irritate the mucous membrane.

CLEANNE Bug Remover

Combating The Toughest Enemy

Bug splats on the windshield, bumper, bodywork? The ever so frustrating reward
of a long journey. Their great strength lies in their number and the effect of the
sun is not on our side, either..the nightmare ends, if you start using CLEANNE
Bug Remover! Use it regularly and enjoy the cleanliness of your windshield for
countless kilometres to come! CLEANNE Bug Remover removes bugs from any
windshield quickly and effectively with no extra effort. This is how we imagine a
carefree summer.
The environmentally-friendly, sparkling cleanliness is now available for
drivers, too. Do not compromise! Choose the Cleanne range of car care
products and the results will speak for themselves!
Instructions for use
Shake well before use! Wet the surface with water and spray CLEANNE Bug
Remover onto the target area. Leave to work for a few minutes. Wipe clean with a
warm wet cotton cloth. Repeat the process to remove persistent dirt.
This concentrate is also effective against oil residue.

CLEANNE Yacht Cleaner

Our Seas Deserve a Brighter Future!

Boats always get the best of it. Water, sunshine, a pleasant breeze…But let’s
think about it a little more…that prolonged enforced rest in the winter, constant
humidity, the seagulls…we are proud to introduce the youngest member of the
CLEANNE range of natural cleaning products, the Yacht Cleaner, which gracefully
removes dirt from ships in an environmentally friendly manner. Say goodbye to
persistent stains, be it metal, wood, glass or even painted surfaces! Once ready,
grab a few friends and sail out!
Dilute CLEANNE Yacht Cleaner to clean the boat. To remove persistent dirt, do
not dilute the formula
Instructions for use
Shake well before use! For everyday dirt, add 100 ml CLEANNE Yacht Cleaner to 5
litres of water. To remove persistent dirt, to do not dilute the formula.
CLEANNE Yacht Cleaner does not harm natural waters. Accredited laboratory
tests prove the bacteria and fungi defeating capabilities of the unique formula.

CLEANNE Universal Buggy Cleaner

For The Greatest Little Ones!

Ever used a buggy before? You must then know how hard a task it is to keep it
clean. Sank, chocolate, syrup, mud...and the list goes on. It is a real challenge to
maintain a buggy’s cleanliness. CLEANNE Universal Buggy Cleaner can be used
on any part of a buggy: stains once thought to stay forever will disappear, once
the formula has dried. How so? The CLEANNE formula naturally degrades dirt.
Our formula does not contain harsh chemicals, only plant-based ingredients,
therefore, it is absolutely safe to use around babies and children. You can now
enjoy safe cleanliness with your little ones.
CLEANNE Universal Buggy Cleaner is ideal for use on every part of a buggy, be
it textile, plastic or metal.
Instructions for use
Shake well before use! To remove persistent stains, wet the surface and spray
CLEANNE Universal Buggy Cleaner onto the target area. The frame, as well as
plastic areas can be wiped clean only after a few minutes. Leave to dry on textile
areas. To remove persistent stains, use a microfiber cloth to wipe the area.
Accredited laboratory tests prove the bacteria and fungi defeating capabilities of
the unique formula.

CLEANNE Bike Cleaner

In The Name of The Environment

A bike fanatic will keep going regardless of the weather. Be it scorchio, wild
thunder storms or frost, they will still attempt to discover the world on two wheels.
Be it any kind of road, bikes will get dirty. For this reason, we have developed
CLEANNE Bike Cleaner, a cleaning product that will leave any bike sparkling
clean, using only natural ingredients. Replacing the tyres is hard. Keeping your
bike clean with CLEANNE Bike Cleaner is easy peasy! Use it every day, and your
bike will attract dirt less and less. Get on your bikes and enjoy a chemical-free
micro-environment that is also perfectly clean!
CLEANNE Bike Cleaner can be used on every part of your bike. Say goodbye to
dirty, greasy, oily stains!
Instructions for use
Shake well before use! To remove persistent dirt, wet the surface and spray
CLEANNE Bike Cleaner onto the target area. Leave to work for a few minutes.
Rinse with water.
This concentrate is also effective against oil residue. Accredited laboratory tests
prove the bacteria and fungi defeating capabilities of the unique formula!

PET
PRODUCTS

CLEANNE Stable Cleaner

Everyone Deserves Attention

Our pets deserve no less than humans. Harsh chemicals affect their health just
the same way it affects ours. It is therefore of utmost importance to offer our pets
a safe and clean environment. To tackle this, we have created CLEANNE Stable
Cleaner, a product that is suitable primarily for the cleaning of the environment
of animals living in a stable, including sleeping, drinking and eating areas. The
regular use of CLEANNE Stable Cleaner significantly reduces strong smells,
including the smell of ammonia (based on customer feedback).
Cleanne Stable Cleaner offers a broad range of application areas and so it
can easily become a vital element of livestock farming. Ideal for the natural
cleaning of stables.
Instructions for use
Shake well before use! To remove persistent dirt, slightly wet the surface and
spray CLEANNE Stable Cleaner onto the target area. Litter, hay and straw can
be treated without rinsing. Cleanne Stable Cleaner does not harm the health of
animals. 1 litre of CLEANNE Stable Cleaner cleans an area of 9 m2.
Premium cleaning product with plant-based ingredients. Environmentallyfriendly and biodegradable.

CLEANNE Pet Litter Aid

Our Pets Deserve Only The Best!

Cats, dogs, guinea pigs or little birds in the house? You must have already heard
the sentence ‘you can smell that there are animals in this house’. One of the most
important duties, feeding aside, is keeping our pets’ sheds and sleeping mats
clean. Strong chemicals harm our pets’ health the same way they harm ours. On
the other hand, hygiene is a must, which is why we have developed CLEANNE
Pet Litter Aid. Our pet friendly cleaning product is suitable for the cleaning of
pet sheds, terrariums, toys, dishes and various other pet accessories. Your pet
deserves only the very best, make sure to offer them a safe environment to live in!
Suitable to keep our pets’ environment clean and hygienic. The regular use of
CLEANNE Pet Litter Aid reduces and can eliminate pet odour in the house. If
you have a four-legged friend, use CLEANNE Universal Floor Cleaner to keep
your floors spotless.
Instructions for use
Shake well before use! To remove persistent dirt, slightly wet the surface and spray
CLEANNE Pet Litter Aid onto the target area. Litter, hay and straw can be treated
without rinsing. CLEANNE Pet Litter Aid does not harm the health of animals.
This product can be used on any surface that water does not harm (metal, wood,
glass, plastic etc.)
Premium cleaning product with plant-based ingredients. Environmentallyfriendly and biodegradable.

OFFICE
PRODUCTS

CLEANNE Screen & Display Cleaner

Crystal Clean Work Environment

Prefer not to spend much time away from your mobile phone or laptop? Can’t
quite see what is happening on the screen because of those nasty fingerprints?
We tend to forget about keeping our work equipment clean, even though we
know for a fact that this will result in the appearance of uninvited guests. Not
to mention the fact that it would please our eyes to look at a screen free from
residue. CLEANNE Screen & Display Cleaner offers a wide range of application
areas and is ideal for the spotless cleaning of various screens and displays. It
combats persistent dirt, fingerprints, grease and dust with ease.
Surfaces treated with CLEANNE Screen & Display Cleaner accumulate dust
slower than areas cleaned with conventional cleaning products (based on
customer feedback).
Instructions for use
Shake well before use! Switch off your device and let it cool before use. To clean
sensitive surfaces, spray CLEANNE Screen & Display Cleaner onto a microfiber
cloth and wipe the area clean.
Premium cleaning product with plant-based ingredients. Environmentallyfriendly and biodegradable.

CLEANNE Sticker Remover

Forget About Scratches

Folders, drawers, various stock items…they are given a new inventory number all
the time. A lovely super hero sticker looks excellent on a laptop, until we find
ourselves in a business meeting surrounded by professionals. CLEANNE Sticker
Remover solves one of the most bothering problems: it removes stickers without
scratching, leaving the surface free from glue residue. Use CLEANNE Sticker
Remover to get rid of paper and plastic stickers, tape and glue residue. Cleanne
Sticker Remover dissolves the glue used on stickers and removes tape and
stickers without damaging the surface.
CLEANNE Sticker Remover removes even old and persistent sticker stains
without scratching (based on customer feedback). Can be used on bike
frames as well as helmets.
Instructions for use
Shake well before use! In order to remove old stickers, wet the surface and spray
CLEANNE Sticker Remover directly onto the target area. Leave to work for 5-10
minutes. Check if the glue has been dissolved. Repeat the process if necessary.
Premium cleaning product with plant-based ingredients. Environmentallyfriendly and biodegradable.

INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCT

The Oil Muncher
Bringing Out The Big Guns!

Oil stains. Not only do they look bad, but they also pose a serious health-related
problem. Thanks to its unique features, CLEANNE Oil Muncher helps degrade
even very old oil stains stuck on various surfaces including concrete, marble,
stone and tiles.
Pour Cleanne Oil Muncher onto the affected area and leave to work for at least 4
hours. If possible, remove the remaining oil from the surface using an industrial
vacuum cleaner and store it in a separate container. Finally, clean the area with
clean water. If needed, repeat the process, but the other way around: wet the
surface with water and then pour CLEANNE Oil Muncher onto the target area.
Product features
96% of CLEANNE Oil Muncher biodegrades. Environmentally friendly product.
Non-hazardous, according to the CLP Regulation. Fragrance-free. Does not
irritate the skin or the mucous membrane. The use of protective equipment is
not necessary.
Areas of Use
Marble, concrete, stone, tiles and any surface that water does not harm. For
indoor, as well as outdoor use.
Instructions for Use
• Apply the formula several times to achieve the best results
• Leave to work for several hours
• Does not deliver results below a temperature of 5 °C
• Performs best at a temperature between 40 °C – 60 °C
• Must be shaken well before each use
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